ABOUT OUR VALEDICTORY SPEAKERS

Valedictory speakers at Hawai‘i Pacific University are selected on the basis of grade point average and service to the community.

Devin Kibler

Devin Kibler was born in Illinois and traveled extensively in an Air Force family. He left college to join the United States Marine Corps in 1991. He is completing a successful 20-year career in the Marine Corps, where he served in progressively more responsible leadership positions, culminating in his selection to Gunnery Sergeant.

In 2009, Kibler was assigned to Marine Corps Base Hawai‘i, Kāne‘ohe Bay. He transferred previously earned academic credits into the Bachelor of Science in Computer Science undergraduate degree program. While working full-time as an Assistant Aviation Chief, he was able to complete his degree in only two years through Military Campus Programs’ online degree option.

Kibler is retiring from the Marine Corps and has been admitted to the Professional Master of Computer Science program at the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. He plans to continue serving the public as an analyst at a college or small municipality.

Harald Rittersbacher

Harald Rittersbacher was born in Ludwigshafen, Germany. He soon discovered his passion for tennis, joined the professional tennis circuit and toured the world for 10 years. Rittersbacher spent another 10 years as a coach on the professional tour, working at one time with former #1-ranked player, Steffi Graf. He also taught tennis to mentally challenged children in Germany.

Rittersbacher is an active member in the Psychology Club, a member of Alpha Chi, and an officer of the Psi Chi chapter at Hawai‘i Pacific University, the international honor society in Psychology. He was selected as a President’s Host, which is an honor bestowed on high achieving Hawai‘i Pacific University students. He serves as an assistant coach for the men’s and women’s tennis teams at Hawai‘i Pacific University, and continues to work with developmentally disabled children.

Rittersbacher will receive a Bachelor of Arts with a major in Psychology and a minor in International Studies.

Courtney Toshie Kalikonaniokalehua Matsuki

Courtney Toshie Kalikonaniokalehua Matsuki was born on O‘ahu and is a graduate of Kamehameha Schools. She received a bachelor’s degree in English Literature from the University of Hawai‘i in 2009.

Matsuki has a lifelong passion for the arts. She is one of two second violin section leaders and is a member of the executive board for the Hawai‘i Pacific University Chamber Orchestra. She also is an assistant coach for the Kamehameha Schools Speech and Debate Team and has helped the team achieve numerous awards from the Hawaii Speech League. She works as a student clerk for the U.S. Department of Justice – United States Attorney’s Office, where she edits and prepares documents for trial.

Matsuki will receive a Master of Arts in Communication degree with a certificate in Mediation and Conflict.
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Honors Regalia
Graduating students wearing honors regalia are members of local, national, or international honor societies. Honor cords, pins, or medallions identify students as members of one of the societies or programs listed below:

- Presidential Scholarship Program: Blue and green cords. Hawai‘i high school graduates who were awarded a 100% tuition waiver from the HPU President’s Scholarship Program for High School Students.
- Alpha Chi: Double gold cords. The top honor society at HPU; membership is limited to advanced junior and senior students who have an honors point average (HPA) of 3.6.
- Alpha Epsilon Delta: Red and violet cords. The national premedical honor society; membership is open to students with at least a 3.3 grade point average (GPA) and a major interest in medicine.
- Alpha Lambda Delta: Red, gold, and white cords. Membership limited to students in their first year at HPU who have achieved a GPA of 3.5.
- Alpha Sigma Lambda: Maroon and gold cords. Membership limited to undergraduate students at least 27 years of age who have a GPA of 3.2.
- Beta Beta Beta: Green and red cords. Membership limited to students enrolled in biological sciences with a GPA of at least 3.0.
- Chi Alpha Sigma: Gold medallions. Membership limited to students in HPU athletics who have earned the equivalent of an intercollegiate varsity letter and have maintained a GPA of at least 3.4.
- Delta Mu Delta: Maroon and gold cords. Membership limited to undergraduate and graduate students in the business degree programs having a minimum HPA of 3.4 and 3.6, respectively.
- Kappa Mu Epsilon: Lapel pins. Membership limited to undergraduate students majoring in mathematics who have earned a GPA of 3.0 or better and rank in the upper 35% of their class.
- Lambda Pi Eta: Red cords. Membership limited to students majoring in communication who have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.2 for all communication courses.
- Mu Kappa Tau: Single blue cord. Membership limited to undergraduate or graduate marketing students who have a cumulative GPA of 3.25 and undergraduate students who are either in the top 10% of the junior class or top 20% of the senior class.
- Phi Alpha: Blue and gold cords. Membership limited to students enrolled in the social work degree program who have an overall cumulative GPA of 3.0, and a GPA of 3.25 in social work courses.
- Phi Alpha Theta: Lapel pins and medallions identify excellent students majoring in history ranking in the top 35% of their class.
- Pi Sigma Alpha: Medallion. Membership limited to students majoring or have taken at least six upper-division credits of courses in political science who have a cumulative GPA of 3.2.
- Pi Chi: Blue and gold cords (all members) and medallions for majors. Membership limited to students in psychology who have a cumulative GPA of 3.25 and rank in the top 35% of their class.
- Sigma Delta Pi: Single blue cord. Membership limited to students in the School of Nursing who have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better and rank in the upper 35% of their class.
- Sigma Tau Delta: Red and black cords identify students majoring in English, or minoring in Writing, Film Studies, or Literature who have a cumulative GPA of 3.44.
- Sigma Theta Tau: Purple and white cords. Membership limited to students in the study of information systems, computer science, and computer information systems who have a cumulative GPA of 3.5 (or a 3.0 GPA for undergraduate students).
- University Scholar: Gold-rimmed honor medallion signifies a University Scholar who has maintained at least a 3.4 HPA in addition to completing nine honors-designated courses in their degree program.
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STAR-SPANGLED BANNER  
(The Defense of Fort McHenry)  
September 20, 1814

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,  
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?  
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,  
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?  
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,  
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.  
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave  
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

Lyrics by: Francis Scott Key

HAWAI’I PONO’I

Hawai’i pono’i,  
Nānā i kou mā’i,  
Ke laui ali’i,  
Ke ali’i.

Makua lani e,  
Kamehameha e,  
Nā kāu e pāle  
Me ka the.

Hawai’i pono’i,  
Nānā i nā ali’i,  
Nā paua muli kou,  
Nā pōki’i.

Hawai’i pono’i,  
E ka lāhui e,  
‘O kiu hana nui  
E u i e.

Lyrics by: King Kālākaua, 1874
Music by: Captain Henri Berger, Royal Bandmaster

ALMA MATER

Amid the towers of the city — grows a University tried and true.  
‘Ohana, warm and friendly, bloom in colors green and blue.

Hawai’i Pacific, your spirit is grand.  
We’ll flaunt your colors — from this fragrant land.

Our warriors are victorious. They catch the wave and sun,  
and carry them to all of us — to strengthen us as one.

Hawai’i Pacific, your spirit is grand.  
We’ll flaunt your colors — from this fragrant land.

Lyrics and Music by: Teresa Kerr and Rich McKinney

Hawai’i Pacific University Sea Warrior Band under the direction of Dr. Patrick Hennessey.
Hawai’i Pacific University International Vocal Ensemble under the direction of Dr. Esther Yoo.

HAWAI’I PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

HOLOMUA ME KA ‘OIA’I’O  
“Forward In Truth”

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION

Nandini Bhattacharjee†  
Mallory Sue Giunchigliani  
Nina Krogaard Hansen†  
Kole Gertrude Lanes  
Siema Esther M. B. Ouoba†  
†With Distinction (honors point average (hpa) 3.7–4.0)

MASTER OF ARTS IN GLOBAL LEADERSHIP  
AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Dana R. Beatty  
Geneviève Cassia Roberta Bourgeois†  
Maiken Josephine Engebak  
Dana Fabiankovicova†  
Kirsten Tangen Grette†  
Siew Mooi Jenny Lai†  
Megan Marie Latapie†  
Ionut Lucian Toma  
Pongpol Uboldejpracharuk

MASTER OF ARTS IN DIPLOMACY AND MILITARY STUDIES

Anna Borisova Davis†  
Sean Patrick Finnerty†  
Hideo Saran Hikida  
Peter Bo Johan Lang  
Gail Yuk Fan Ma†  
Kevin Anthony McQuary  
Davin James O’Hara†  
Jose-Rico Sta. Ana Orias†  
Jacques Sims  
Mark Kowska Snakenberg†  
Hames Terber!  
Erik Tilly

MASTER OF ARTS IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Manuela Boyd†  
Prosbert Arrey Etengeneng†  
Derek Lee Guerrero  
Lisa Ewun Lai  
Rita M. Reeves  
Terri Sujeong Wilson†

MASTER OF ARTS IN ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

Amy Lynn Charette  
Tornlai J. Chong†  
Mandy S. Dye†  
Malory Sue Giunchigliani  
Ching-Fung Pat!  
Jennifer Paine†  
Savannah Parais  
Christina Lynn Ramirez

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Jennifer Rose Smith†  
Ryoko Tazawa!  
Satoko Watkins!
Master of Arts in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Jennifer Lauren Brook†
Marady Chihay

Alex Shinsbook Huang
Leila Hestuare Vongey-López
Shalina Ann Wallace†
Shih-Hai Wang

Master of Business Administration

Jennifer Jil Andrews†
Emilie Rue Caliada Amalari†
Katush Arumori†
Heather Jo Array†
Mark Wing Chow Palani Asato†
Yukiko Baba
Franzine Lomba Brinkling
Matthew S. Colleps
Wei Ru Eng†
Jessica Dawn Espuitu
Stella Leih namui Frost
Christopher James Hallam†
Lindley Megan Swar te Hallam†
Mary Yuan Hing Hei Waï†
Deborah Malee Higgens†
Reid Hitsuhi Kûsa Hiro†

Jonah Francis Hobson†
Bernadine Sherrell Holloway†
Justin Lee Infi ng†
Scott R. Johnson
Prachaya Kam sauta
Elaine Ying Shen Kim
Se Jin Kim
Noshai Krishna rajah
Mel Sh Uayrva Loomna
Manso R. Lewis†
Dana Caroline Luke†
Tommori Makito kawa†
Todzuma Shova Mi shiya lo†
Kai Hensung Napp
Kiri lani Jaclyn Kan sau Nef†
Kristian Sivasub Neth irovı
Eunil Onk

Grazia ella Paretta†
Savannah Paru
Liu Gances Podrina
Phat Van Phung†
James Pierce†
Devasvios Ramadas
Dominique Patricia Rollins
A dellela Samano Corale†
Nne Mej Gei Tami Sekina mo†
Jaime Krabohli dii Saya mo†
Tomomi Sugino
Elume Tse
Yuki Watanabe
Cou tii T. K. Yagi
Christine Shu-Chen Yang
Benjamin Gason Yuan

Master of Science in Elementary Education

Chika Anh Diep†
Roberto Ramos†
Candice Elizabeth Lynch Schwalbuck†

Master of Science in Secondary Education

James R. Diegel†
Albert Philip Glidert Jr
Kristine Emiko Higa†
Amanda Marie Flores Limedo†
Carla Michelle Maïk†
Kristin Yuri Masunaga†
Caryn Yukimi Ono†
Craig K. Rodriguera
Martin A. Tyrell Jr.†
Adam B. Yeatts

Master of Science in Information Systems

Sashin Agrawal
Leona Yen Bang reter†
Andrew Michael Hostetter†
Shane Yeh Lin do†
Rudy Marino Pas cuñu Jr.†
James Pierce†
Philip W. Robbins
Muyank Sharma

Master of Science in Marine Science

Paula L. Berger
John David Cavanagh
Devon Lowest Francker†
Emma Neni Kab sa†
Michael Dean Kline
Coulaen Alexander Lanté†
Justin A. Reinecke†
Kimberly Magaaret Rose
Robert Watkins Thompson

Master of Science in Nursing

Jaime Kamale Cottle†
Melissa Lou Fletcher†
Jessica Hinson†
Gloria A. Otemdah†
Andrew Gordon Satera†
Brandi Karuzo Chong Webb†

Master of Social Work

Jon Joseph Canelle†
Ginger Kâmiko Mayehara†

With Honors (Honors Point Average (HPA) 3.0–4.0)

With Distinction (Honors Point Average (HPA) 3.7–4.0)

Associate of Science in Military Studies

Brian D. Bott†
William Jack Kegley Jr†
Kris tian Buitama te Fabin
Thank you to each member of the class of 2011 who contributed to the Senior Class Gift.

Associate of Supervisory Leadership

Nimer M. Allen III
Francis Gansas Andaya
Heather Anne Briggs†
Tyorne K. Clark
Paul William Cortez

Kristian Buitamente Fabian
Dustin Wade Leger
Thomas Carl Mc Gill Jr.
Dedrick Devane Phillips
John Spencer Ricks III

Maria Evelyn Shorter
Eric Leon Somera
Nikodem David Wasson
Ben William Westermann
Tama L. Yato†

Board of Trustees

Michael J. Chun, Ph.D., Chairman of the Board
Martin Anderson, Trustee Emeritus
Samuel A. Cooke, Trustee Emeritus
Jean F. Cornelieu, Trustee Emeritus
Wilmer C. Morris, Trustee Emeritus
Henry F. Rice, Trustee Emeritus

James A. Ajello†
Steven K. Baker
Carlens K. L. Ching
Joachim P. Cox
Layla J. L. Ledick†
Christina D. Douane

Admiral Thomas B. Fargo, USN (Ret.)
Rear Admiral F. "Gus" Gustavson, USN (Ret.)
Conrad W. Hewitt
John A. Lockwood
Violet S. Loo
James C. Polk

Lindley Megan Swar te Hallam†

Savannah Paru
Liu Gances Podrina
Phat Van Phung†
James Pierce†
Devasvios Ramadas
Dominique Patricia Rollins
Adellela Samano Corales†
Nne Mej Gei Tami Sekina mo†
Jaime Krabohli dii Saya mo†
Tomomi Sugino
Elume Tse
Yuki Watanabe
Couti T. K. Yagi
Christine Shu-Chen Yang
Benjamin Gason Yuan

Senior Class Gift from the Class of 2011
Thank you to each member of the class of 2011 who contributed to the Senior Class Gift.

The Senior Class Gift is a University tradition. Before moving to the next phase of their lives, members of the Class of 2011 are celebrating and commemorating the Hawai‘i Pacific University experience with a gift to the Senior Class Gift 2011. These funds help finance academic programs and student services. By contributing to this fund, the Class of 2011 leaves its mark on campus. Participants may have their names displayed on a permanent plaque on campus.

This program provides students the opportunity to establish a lifelong tradition of philanthropy, and leave a legacy for those students who follow. It is through the generosity of each graduating class, University alumni, parents, and friends that Hawai‘i Pacific University is able to provide the educational excellence that prepares graduates for future success.

Congratulations to the Class of 2011 on your achievement! And thank you for your contribution to excellence at Hawai‘i Pacific University. Visit our website location – www.hpu.edu/seniorgift – for more information on making a Senior Class Gift.

*With Honors (HPA 3.4–4.0)
**Associate of Arts in General Studies**
Christina Blackman
Amanda Jahrel Espitia
Bryan Matthew Caudle
Rebecca Yoon Reichert
Sarah Saenggradp Cielicki
Patricia Louise Colella

**Associate of Arts in Justice Administration**
Chantel Jame Betts
Fatemeh Mahjben Hajjomene
Elizabeth Ann Kincaid

**Associate of Arts in Mathematics**
Jason Kenneth Gay
Tony Owen Hunt Jr.

**Associate of Arts in Science**
Jennifer Sloan Coleman
Deanna Marissa Donaldson

**Associate of Science in Computer Science**
Berton Ahabanitch
Sahibuddin Nawazish Ali Khan
Byron LeRoy Blackmon
Kaila Mulhall Cameron
Robert Michael Eastman
Ashley Nicole Faciane

**Associate of Science in Economics**
Brandi Lynn Mizell

**Associate of Science in Finance**
Eugendo Ramon Garcia
Rodolfo Gutierrez
Regina Hernandez Pack

**Associate of Science in Management**
Idalmi Buitton
Al P. Canedo
Barbara Anne Camon
Reynia Gaspar Garcia
Kyle Zane Gray
Ammirah Nicole Gunn

**Associate of Science in Marketing**
LaQueen DeShawna Nichols

**Bachelor of Arts**
Jayson Alm
Adina Jahrel Espitia
Jon Alexander Alcald
Eric Daniel Aukul
Sebastian Balde
Irme Mary Baldauf
Galar Bankfu
Kelsey Batchelder
Lisa Ann Kagitani Bright
Mariana Peza Broadcast
Lauren Breanne Brookens
Stephanie Suzanne Brown
Rubinsa Tabra Bugarin
Rogelio Oswald Riba Bumanglag Jr.
Kaitlin Siobhan Burdette
Kimmy Leidihu Callies
Joseph Made Campos
Katherine Ann Castulo
Julia Castillo
Shenel Charety
Amanda Marie Chavez
Natalie Maalane Sucku Childs
Eugene Brian Clark
Jana M. L. Clark
Michelle L. Costa
Jamie Lienier Cata Cruz
Jamie Lynn Kumakonalani DeMeo
Jose Luis Divora III
Kent Ann Doros
Jason Blake Kaledani DuPont
Whitney Anastasia Eliasiga
Allyce Ann Ellison
Louis William Espinosa Jr.

**Bachelor of Commerce**
Eric Douglas Foster
Michael Joey M. Gunalan
Suzanne Haak
MingXia He
Steve Earl Hirsch
Erika Lee Hihosky
Kyle Bentley Hoover
Byron Mark Howard
Rachel Nichole Howard
Alvita Ikonomos Jerome
Akiyama Ichiro
Amber Diane Kinckauk
Jen Reid Karcher
Kinael Kekokia
Beodie Scott Kind
Victoria Jacqueline Kilter
Sharle Hicouma Koga
Anna Christine Lawson
Jonathan T. Lee
Nicole Rose Lemass
Jessica Noel Mele Lindsay
Molly Liptrot
Chaison Evan Logan
Chalise Joy Foley Kualanida Luai
Alis Veronica Lamford
Eljana Maganu Madozo
Lindsay B. Mautto
Ian Marquisu
Chadlaki McWilliams
Lauren Francisco Melendez
Cavin Wu Gun Miew
Stephanie Shirin Min
Henry Alexander Moreno

**Bachelor of Science**
Vladimir Dimitrov Abadzhev
John Michael Adams
Adam Joseph Asner
Rachel Nichole Brohm
Heaft Harooni Beatsby
Madeleine Bergtrand
Stephanie Nicole Boriva
Ines Christina Brosser
Victoria Ann Burton
David Arthur Cagle
Darla Janeen Caan
Dulien Chinen
William Hudson Clark
Kenneth Wayne Cooper
Lisa Marie Dibworth
Bradley Kyle Fernado
Kelsey L. Fan
Adam James Fung

**Cum Laude (HFA 3.4–3.59)**
Melinda Sue Morris
Rafael Alejandro Navaret
Janelle Karen Navaret
Danniel R. Oliva
Jennice Abbie Olson
Paulette P. O’Connor
Sanjeev Rabudhat
Robyn Marie Read
Noriko Rhone
Harald Rittersbacher
Verna Lynne Borja Sablan
Sean Kayo Sakata
Alice Rose Schmit
Brett Elana Scholz
Scott Alan Seibel
Adam Chance Sitter
Jesse Paul Silva
Kristen B. Sprague
Chelsea Ann Stambary
Ryuko Tamura
Adam James Tengan-Rouquet
Amanda Lee Thomas
Thay Thi Van
Dantelle Ellece Villagas
Aaron James Voss
Vindiya Ravindra Wreek‌l‌k‌k‌
Marlon Jose Williams Jr.
Samantha Grace Williams
Kurt Edwin Woytcke
Renee Cheris Wyen

**Magnum Cum Laude (HFA 3.5–3.69)**
Noland G. E. Ugalde

**Summa Cum Laude (HFA 3.7–4.0)**
University Scholar

**Associate of Science in Accounting**
Regina Hernandez Pack
Leolinda Dela Cruz Paolo
Stacy Lynette Williams

**Associate of Science in Accounting**
Svyatoslav Oleksyevych Nemenco
Alexis Rex panay
Joshua Daniel Pozer
Scott Ray Savoy
Rogelio Fruansi Torres
Noland G. E. Ugalde
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Alyssa Joy Onodera Abordo
Ludoviky Garganta Academy
Alvin Ramon Aquil
Jean Bernice Angeles
Marie Grace Abad Antonio
Kelian K. Arakawa
Joana Camera Arrieta**
Jodi Aucion
Jacqueline Pouson Badia
Kathryn M. Babac
Brandi Lee Noelan Baptist*
Lauren Catherine Baptiste
Morn M. Bernardo
Crystal May Bisquera
Meral Natasha Esperanza Bonita
Dottie Brown
Rahibah Tabara Bogarin
Evelyn Cariola Bultong
Jody Ignitias Burbundian*
Diana B. Calebiito
Wendell Ayon Cabon
Eliyza Cynthia Caballay
Giana Lucianne Salvador Caday
Susan Carpenter
Mary Kinay Carvillia Kaihate
Lianelyn Daganio Castillo**
Connie Marie Fernandez Canlas
Tanya Lii Chee
Franne Ann Samurang Vergara Colado
Koshi Solenato Collins
Jon Diamond Crowe
Moani Temehani Cummings
Nina Angelica Delacruz Dafun
Cassandra Danie
Jackielegroy Douglas
Jennifer Anne Agorilla Dela Cruz
Adrian C. den Dikk**
Carlos Nickolo Domingo
Joyce Padogon Dombein
Charlene Joyce Dumalo
Chanda Marie Eney
Lauren Michelle Williams**
Susan Cortez Fieste
Christina Marie Fildin
Britney Ann Flores
Pat S. Fujimura
Stephanie Pualeskaloa P. Fukida
Laura Elizabeth Gahlen
Laurie Anne Prieto Galago
Mantie Urbano Galagon
Andela Khamaemoko Giske**
Kelly Elizabeth Saunders Gonzales
Kim K. Gosh
Tatiana Nicole Grant
Amanly Maria Guaritra
Jenifer Salvador Guich
Jeannie Sarmiento Gayo
Adrienne Terese Hale*
Ino S. Y. Han
Tracy Lynn Hebert
Jason Fredrick Hilltop
Joan Mihiko Ibar**
Crystal Jem Jacob
Jennifer Elizabeth Johnson
Joanne Ignitias Lovo Juato
Elyrea Iman Kapilo
Chanelle Jane Kiupo Kawakami
Kaz Kawarazaki
Lisa H. Y. Kim
Emilina Nicole Kayaam**
Richard Lam
Christina Grace Lee
Koertree K. Leong
Melanie Renee Lopez***
Lloyd Anthony Luan**
Michelle Agustin Magallanes**
Sarah Joyce Ramos Malabanan
Joni Malabigo
Tawla L. Elkington Manning
Crystal Gayle Macagandian
Courtney A. Martin
Jason Paul Martin
Krista Erin Matsuura
Kristen Matthias
Laura Elizabeth Maug
Melanie Kay Menoe
Rhemelyn Aconis Montac
Shelaine Zaaite Muralaent
Lena Victoria De Jesus Mirzag-
Miki Miura
Hillary Kashiinamu Mottia
Brionne Amiko Naito**
Ashley Miki Nakaguma
Jameyn L. Nibbing**
Trina Joy Teodoro Noriega
Kristin M. O’Connor
Travis Kanuma Oka**
Scotty K. Oliura
Cheryl Tacla Oroso
Alyssa Marie Kauaakalio Paalih
Angela B. Patiman
Jessica Rene Paltier
Malieani Re Pimental
Kelsey Jayse Poorit
Magdalene Odjigw Panzulan
Elsa D. Ragoba
Amnesty Lynz Lsizk Ragac
Stella Ragis Rermigo
Myrna Khabalanac Reoep
Vanessa Galicacib Robles**
James Anchea Roldan
Jenelle Francisca Sadale
Edward Aviel Santiago
Aaron Joseph Santos
David Spencer Sargent
Jerbie Moana B. Sarmiento
Nicole Saldaci Semonite
Kira Panuani Sensi
Manuel Smith Jr.**
Syria Makanuk Smist
Vincent Bagustain Tabakin
Carla Inez Tabar
Kanoe Tamiko Tam***
Christoph Alan Tadashi Tanotay
Dominic A. Taya
Maria Mindehiah Cablayan Tejada
Hazel Paola Tolentino
Jill Lynette Townsend**
Carson T. Tran
Jessica Jean Toskalamo**
Julie Noeha Kelii Silva Urbano
Beverly Majaco Ulep**
James Patrick Ramirez Valdez
Rachel Miranda Valerruz
Kurt Charles Verlieke
Alicia Marie Washington
Tina Kraloib Wong
Stephanie T. S. Yang
Marla Divina Gravay Yoder
Jodi K. Yu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Rami Aghabri
Doa Ines Alcalde
Syed Sharief Bin Omar Alsagoff
Michelle J. Andaya
Aaron M. Avery
Maricel Anseta Bamta
Amanda Keeni Barbardillo
James Edwards Bates
Lyndsey Joanne Beacup**
Bretton Scott Bowyer
Jeffrey Alan Bucklin
Tannya Blake Calbuck**
Alice E. Carrington
Laydiah Carson
Jeremy de Guzman Catam
Desmond Centro
Wan-Chi Chang
Lia Victoria Chevez
Ella M. Cole
Jeffrey Wade Coleman Jr.
Sergio Contreas
Jennifer Rose Cordos***
Tia Marie Cotton**
Carrie L. Crawford
 Shawn Bernard Davensett***
 Faith B. Dela Cruz
Amy Elizabeth Jean Elde Deyo
Joseph Raymond Doti***
Binus Duo
Matthew Dallas Edens
Laus Per Eldren
Travis D. Evers
William Clair Finnerock
Percy Fischel
Ruby Ann Dingle Flores
Patricia M. Font
Tamatha Jamie French**
Elsie L. L. Gao
Jennifer Kealoahilani Goo**
Michael James Haddad

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE

Sheryl Juan Acosta
Manile Muller Arocena
Kelly Nicolette Bissilly
Diana S. Blythe
Julie G. Bolos
Marty Celis Borja
Lynn Romana Cooper-Sherman
Mareechee N. Davantes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Deco Daniel Visuint
Lee Daniel Visext
Josie Terese Hartley
Daiselle Hashimoto
Erik Higden
Rayme Huang
Jason Jerome***
de Jonne Jones***
Gabrielle Rose Curatilo Kahanakohi
David Alexander Kent
Sherr Kitchens***
Jessica Jeuen Ke
Jennifer Marie Karyolakwa
Michelle Kathleen Lamb
Raymond A. Landria
Elaine Joan Le
Miriam S. H. Lechane
Tricia Ann Leencett
Anna Simona Loi Cicerre***
Helen Patricia Lopez
Liudiana Lyumanay***
Daxton Bernard Lyon
Eugene Kien Mum Mak
David Michael Melanie***
Roy Tokio Matsuda
Ashley Elaine McIntyre***
Marian S. Mefford
Kesha Joanne Motivier***
Brandi Lynn Muller***
Christina Moses
Nicholas Anden Montillio***
Loiseth Fenugna Morran
Frederick Michael Monfof III
Kambluhla Lshe Kholokwa Motsonghi
Anthony Alexander Neptun
Brandy Nekoa Newbaier
Michelle Ann Newbanks
Uyen Thi Tu Nyguen
Jared Norman
Ayami Ono***
Dalila Orozo
Gail Nacionalone Patungan***

Jane Ruth Angeles Dansie
Maryette Marie Patlow
Jenellee Totlemtom Gisrsrea
Diana Lauren Kian
Christopher Alan Tadashi Tanotay

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH

Jocelyn Lee Nenato
Erika Lynette Regalado***
Ashley Ann Francisco Salvador
Kristina Marie Vail**
Alexis Bartolome Vera
Kristine Marie Belandres Villamay
Brianne Sara Villar
Joey Sales Woesley

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION

Karla Shemod

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Alexis Kralaen Baker
Blake T. Lamoza Jr.

** Cum Laude (GPA 3.4 - 3.99)
*** Magna Cum Laude (GPA 3.7 - 3.9)
**** Summa Cum Laude (GPA 3.9 - 4.0)
University Scholar

** Cum Laude (GPA 3.4 - 3.99)
**** Summa Cum Laude (GPA 3.7 - 3.9)
**** Summa Cum Laude (GPA 3.9 - 4.0)
Bachelor of Science

Decow Daniel ViObitain

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Rami Aghabri

Marek Andrzej Alcala

Syed Shaffan Bin Omar Alzahr

Michelle J. Ayanda

Aaron M. Avery

Marcelo Anthis Bamba

Amanda Keani Barbadillo

James Edward Bates

Lynsey Joanne Beacraft

Brenten Scott Browyn

Jeffrey Alan Bucklin

Tammy Blake Cobble

Alice E. Carrington

Larry John Carrion

Jeremy de Guzman Catam

Desmond Centro

Van-Chi Chang

Lia Victoria Chévez

Evelyn Raye Coleman Jr.

Sergio Contu

Jennifer Rose Cordes

Ti'a Marie Cotton

Carrie L. Crawford

Shawn Bernard Davenport

Faith B. Dela Cruz

Amy Elizabeth Jean Elane Deyo

Joseph Raymond Doti

Bianca Dun

Matthew Daniel Edwards

Laus Per Elen

Travis D. Eris

William Clair Fiermuch

Percy Fischel

Ruby Ann Dingle Flores

Patricia M. Font

Tamitha Jaime French

Elsie L. G. Gao

Jennifer Kealohiam Goo

Michael James Haddad

Bachelor of Science in Education

Sheryl Juan Acosta

Mahtilde Muller Aronson

Kelly Niccolte Bissilery

Diana S. Blythe

Julie G. Bolos

Marty Cellis Borja

Lynn Roma Coopers-Sherman

Marichelle N. Davantes

Josiee Teresa Hartley

Diaduke Heshimoto

Erik Hedgeman

Rayne Huang

Jason Jerome

de Joane Jones

Gabrielle Rose Caturio Kahanamoku

David Alexander Kent

Sheri Kitchens

Jessica Jeen Ku

Jennifer Marie Karylowsky

Michelle Kathleen Lam

Raymond A. Landrum

Elaine Joan Le

Miriam S. Le Chanc

Tricia Ann Lemieux

Anna Simona Loi Ciesero

Helen Patricia Lopez

Iolanda Lyaminay

Daxton Bernard Lyon

Eugene Kin Mun Mak

David Michael Malek

Roy Tikos Matsuoka

Ashley Elaine McGinty

Miriam S. Mefford

Kena Joanne Mottier

Brandi Lynn Muriel

Christina Moses

Nicholas Andromonti

Lisabeth Figueroa Morrano

Frederick Michael Montif III

Kimbola Laulya Hokuoka Mongtachi

Anthony Alexander Neptune

Brandi Nekia Newhaier

Michelle Ann Newhaier

Uyen Thi Tu Nguyen

Jared Norman

Ayumi Eno

Dalis Orozco

Gay Nacionales Patagun

Bachelor of Science in Health Science

Jane Ruth Angeles Done

Maycy Marie Dartt

Jennifer Catalina Gambier

Diana Lauren Kian

Alexis Bartolome Vea

Paola Mae Belen Mina

Mamutocar Maia Misiozo

Jocelyn Lee Nemoto

Erica Lynette Regulagao

Ashley Ann Francisco Salvador

Kristina Marie Vail

Alexis Battulge Vea

Kristine M. Belander Villameric

Brianne Saori Villar

Ivy Jayle Wosley

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Alyssa Joy Ondina Aboro

Ludwiky Garanta Academia

Alvin Ramon Acupan

Jean-Bernice Angeles

Marie Grace Abad Antonio

Kelliam K. Arakawa

Joana Cabrera Arriva

Jel Ann Cunian

Jiapelle Prucia Badia

Kathryn M. Bunach

Brandon Lee Noel Baptista

Lauren Catherine Baptista

Mona B. Bernardo

Crystal May Bisquera

Merel Natasha Esperanza Bocher

Dottie Brown

Bahibibe Tabara Bogatin

Evelyn Cariñosa Bongar

Jody Ignatius Burbundin

Diana B. Ceballos

Wendel Allyn Cabon

Eldin Cantinio Cabay

Giana Lucianne Salvador Caday

Susan Carpenter

Mary Kinua Carvalho Kiasio

Lianelyn Daguis Castillo

Connie Marie Fernandez Cepedes

Tanya-Lee Chee

Francine Ann Samasar Vergas Collado

Kisha Solalanto Collino

Jon-David Crowe

Moani Temehani Cummings

Nina Angelica Delacruz Dafun

Cassandra Dantie

Jeffreyrro Garyo Dapon

Jennifer Anne Anoria Dela Cruz

Adrian C. den Dalk

Carlo Nicola Domingo

Joyce Paragul Dominigo

Charlette Joyce Dumalo

Chanda Masc Enery

Julie Vicente Fernando

Susan Couta Fiesta

Christina Marie Pilson

Brittney Ann Flores

Pai S. Fujimura

Stephanie Pualeskealou P. Fukada

Laura Elizabeth Galuen

Laurie Anne Prieto Gagalu

Marian Urbano Galonon

Anaeha Kahanamoku Geske

Kelly Elizabeth Saunders Gonzales

Kimm A. Grillo

Tatiana Nicole Grant

Amalyn Manila Guvarra

Jennifer Salvador Guinhale

Jeannie Sarmiento Gayo

Adrienne Terese Hale

Ir Y. Han

Tracy Lynn Hebert

Jason Fredrick Holkip

Jolani Mishiiko Ibar

Crystal Jem Jacob

Jennifer Elizabeth Johnston

Joanne Interview Lontoc Isanto

Elyana Reyma Kapilo

Chantel Jaime Ke’ipu Kawakami

Lori H. Y. Kim

Emelina Nicole Karyan

Richard Lam

Christina Grace Lee

Kortiiree K. Leong

Melanie Renee Lopez

Lloyd Anthony Lana

Michelle Agustine Magallanes

Sarah Joyce Ramos Malaban

Joni Malabigo

Tawna L. E. Elkington Manning

Crystal Gayle Pascua Maguindang

Courtney A. Martin

Jason Paul Martin

Kristina Erim Matsumura

Kristen Mathiessen

Laura Elizabeth Maugia

Melanie Kay Mene

Rhemilasya Acosta Montal

Sharmeazzie Quanteen Muraflatem

Lena Victoria De Jesus Miralma

Miki Miura

Hillary Kascinna Motlou

Brianae Maninon Naito

Ashley K. Nihling

Bachelor of Education

Karlo Shermod

Bachelor of Social Work

Alexis Kralani Baker

Blake T. I. Lanza Jr.

Bachelor of Cum Laude (BPA 3.4 – 3.69)

Cum Laude (BPA 3.5 – 3.79)

Magna Cum Laude (BPA 3.8 – 3.99)

University Scholar

Christina Marie Pilson

Brittney Ann Flores

Pai S. Fujimura

Stephanie Pualeskealou P. Fukada

Laura Elizabeth Galuen

Laurie Anne Prieto Gagalu

Marian Urbano Galonon

Anaeha Kahanamoku Geske

Kelly Elizabeth Saunders Gonzales

Kimm A. Grillo

Tatiana Nicole Grant

Amalyn Manila Guvarra

Jennifer Salvador Guinhale

Jeannie Sarmiento Gayo

Adrienne Terese Hale

Ir Y. Han

Tracy Lynn Hebert

Jason Fredrick Holkip

Jolani Mishiiko Ibar

Crystal Jem Jacob

Jennifer Elizabeth Johnston

Joanne Interview Lontoc Isanto

Elyana Reyma Kapilo

Chantel Jaime Ke’ipu Kawakami

Lori H. Y. Kim

Emelina Nicole Karyan

Richard Lam

Christina Grace Lee

Kortiiree K. Leong

Melanie Renee Lopez

Lloyd Anthony Lana

Michelle Agustine Magallanes

Sarah Joyce Ramos Malaban

Joni Malabigo

Tawna L. E. Elkington Manning

Crystal Gayle Pascua Maguindang

Courtney A. Martin

Jason Paul Martin

Kristina Erim Matsumura

Kristen Mathiessen

Laura Elizabeth Maugia

Melanie Kay Mene

Rhemilasya Acosta Montal

Sharmeazzie Quanteen Muraflatem

Lena Victoria De Jesus Miralma

Miki Miura

Hillary Kascinna Motlou

Brianae Maninon Naito

Ashley K. Nihling

Trina Joy Teodoro Noreiga

Kristine M. O’Connor

Travis Kanishka Odom

Scotty K. Okaha

Cheryl Taia Oroso

Alysia Marie Kukalono Pakalani

Angela B. Patemtian

Jessica Renee Patier

Marianne B. Patinal

Kelsey Jayse Poretti

Maren Oediger Panzulan

Elia D. Rabago

Amistey Lylene Sizlock Ragas

Stella Ragni Remigio

Myrna Kahanamoku Repp

Vanessa Galicinac Robles

James Anocha Roldan

Jannelle Francisco Saladas

Edward Aviel Santiago

Aaron Joseph Santos

David Spencer Sargent

Jerré Mo B. Sarmiento

Nicole Sadahko Semonile

Kira Puamani Sensi

Manuel Smith Jr.

Siyra Makanin Smith

Vincent Bautista Tahabn

Carla Inez Tabar

Kanon Tamiko Tan

Christopher Alan Tadashi Tanosay

Dominic A. Tapia

Maria Minikata Cabaylas Tejada

Hazel Palola Tolentino

Jill Lynette Townsend

Carmen Leonne Torres

Jessica Joy Tsukamoto

Julie Nozhe Keji Silva Ubando

Beverly Mae Penal Ulep

James Patrick Ramirez Valdez

Rachael Miranda Valenzuela

Kurt Charles VerEecke

Alicia Marie Washington

Tiana Kirahlo Wong

Stephanie T. S. Yang

Maria Divina Grausa Yoder

Jodi K. Yu
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN GENERAL STUDIES
Christina Blackman
Ashvina Brahant
Bryan Matthew Calderwood
Jeffrey Shane Casey
Sarah Saugeenpaq Celtek
Patricia Louise Colella
Enka Mac Ducch
Beth Jackson Espita
Dayna Catherine Martin
Miles Ray Mair
Amy Sue Rouse*
Kaiu Leiliihua Samson-Chong
April Michelle Thompson
Matiu Margarita Villainesu
Beth Marie Walker
Sara A. Wilber*
Henry Mecel Zelaya

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
Christel Jaime Betts
Fatemeh Mahjubnejah Hajimomen
Elizabeth Ani Kincard
Tracy Leigh Morton
Brian T. Nuss
Paulette O. Prince
Katherine Rae Anna Thomas
Timothy James Welneth

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS
Jennifer Sloan Coleman
Deanna Marissa Donaldson
Regina Hernandez Pack
Laehinda Dela Cruz Paulo
Stacy Lynette Williams*

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Berton Abahatane*
Sahibuddha Nawazish Alikhan
Byron LeRoyce Blackmon
Kaila Mulhall Carroll
Robert Michael Eastman
Ashley Nicole Faciane
Dave Harel Fields
Jason Kenneth Gay
Dustin James Goldman
Charlene Kay Klein
Hatherleigh Leigh Koziel
Frederick A. Marcora
Svyatoslav Oleksiyovich Nemenko
Alexis Rex Panay
Joshua Daniel Foner
Scott Ray Sawyer*
Roligelo Franjuan Torres
Noland G. E. Ugalde

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Brandon Lynn Mizell*

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
Eugando Ramon Garcia*
Roshelle Gutierrez
Regina Hernandez Pack*

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT
Idalma Balton
Al P. Caneda
Barbara Anne Camon
Reynia Gasper Garcia
Kyle Zane Gray
Ambudra Nichole Gunn
Lyndsey D. Hagan
Laudrina L. Haile
Erasmus Hernandez Jr.
Gregory Michael Howe
Kimberly Elizabeth Koleff
Lake Jong
Cynthia Lee
Patricia Hughes Madigan
Geoffrey Brian Miller*
Brant Ray Perry
Jaslin Kirk Stevens
Marie T. Taboquin
Heidi Ts

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING
LaQueen Dedovache Nichols

* With Honors (HPS, 3.4–4.0)

Bachelor of Arts

Jayzoo Alm
Adisa Ivanov Espita
Jon Alexander Alcalda
Eric Daniel Aukil
Sebastian Baden*
Irme Mary Baldaraf
Gulsar Banka
Kelsey Batchelder
Lisa Ann Katugani Bright
Marianna Peiza Broadwater
Lauren Breanne Broinks
Stephanie Suzanne Brown
Rubenosa Tabura Bugarin
Rodigelo Oswald Ribac Bumanglag Jr.
Kaitlin Siorban Burdette
Kimmy Leiliihua Calpasa
Joseph Maka Campos
Katherine Ann Casciato
Julius Castillo*
Shelly Chancey
Amanda Marie Chavez*
Natalie Malaine Sucku Childs
Eugene Brian Clark
Jana M. L. Clark
Michelle L. Costa
Jamie Lianne Dace*
Jamie Lynn Kumawalatani DelMelles*
Jose Luis Divora III
Kari Ann Dorows
Jason Blake Kaledorn DuPont
Whitney Anastacia Elizaga
Allison Ann Ellison
Louis William Esperosa Jr.*

Jairo Guzman
Andrea Marie Guevara
Jon Alexander Hamilton
Eric Daniel Haskins
S atanina Harvey
Ima Mary Haskins
Kiley Bentley Hoover
Byron Mark Howard
Rachel Nicole Howard
Aliasisas Jeromos Jamba
Kimenye Kaloka
Beodie Scott Kinder
Courtney Jacqueline Kitzer
Shane Hicoma Koga
Anna Christine Lawson
Jonathan T. Lee
Nicole Rose Lemos*
Jessica Noel Meline Lindsay
Molly Lippert
Clayson Evan Logan***
Challie Joyce Kaualualu Lima
Alis Veronica Lumsford**
Elyan Magmas Madow*
Lindsay B. Mantrott
Ian Marroquin
Chaulio Miwoff
Rambo Franco Melendez*
Jason Kirk Merrick
Senior Annalandia Min
Shanna Sash朝阳
Henry Alexander Moreno***

Melinda Sue Morris***
Rachel Alejandro Narvaez
Janelle Kate Sae Norrevett
Danielle R. Orla
Jennise Abbie Olson*
Paulette O. Prince
Sanjay Ravindra*
Rohin Must Rash
Noriko Rhone
Harald Rittersbacher***
Verna Lynne Borge Sabalau***
Sean Kayo Sakata
Alice Rose Schmidt
Briannah Amanda Scholt
Scott Alan Seibel
Adam Chance Stitzer***
Jesse Paul Silva
Jessica Katharine Smith
Scott Martin Smith
Chelsea Ann Stolarsky
Ryko Tanner
Adam James Tengan-Roupp
Amanda Lee Thomas
Thuy Thi Van
Danielle Ellis Villages
Jessie Ann Visintine
Aaron James Voos***
Vindiya Rawnihi Wreakiokd
Marlon Jose Williams Jr.
Samantha Grace Williams
Kurt Edwin Woytcke*
Resina Cherri Wyen
Nirumadala Karina Zamal Abidin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Vladimir Dimitrov Abadzic
John Michael Adams
Adam Joseph Aosner
Rachel Nicole Balfour
Heath Horacio Basky
Madeleine Bergstrand***
Stephanie Nicole Bovia
Katherine Ann Casciato
Julius Castillo*
Shelly Chancey
Amanda Marie Chavez*
Natalie Malaine Sucku Childs
Eugene Brian Clark
Jana M. L. Clark
Michelle L. Costa
Jamie Lianne Dace*
Jamie Lynn Kumawalatani DelMelles*
Jose Luis Divora III
Kari Ann Dorows
Jason Blake Kaledorn DuPont
Whitney Anastacia Elizaga
Allison Ann Ellison
Louis William Esperosa Jr.*

Robert Warren Franz Jr.
Matthew S. Fry
Miranda Corn Fung***
Russell Baslow Garner
Marga Verossa Geneva
Krystle Marie Golby
Natalie Joie Goya***
Jimme Hardaway III*
James Richard Hrubie
Christopher Howard Hubbard***
Robert James Hunt*
Elizabeth Emma Cabrera Irubis
Shannon Lynn Jibb
Devin Kibler***
Lisa Y. Kim
Joseph Milton Kopecky*
David Joseph Krug
Chad David Martin
Daniel Lee Mathews
Heather Leigh Koziel
Whitney Anastacia Elizaga
Allison Ann Ellison
Louis William Esperosa Jr.*

Robert Warren Franz Jr.
Matthew S. Fry
Miranda Corn Fung***
Russell Baslow Garner
Marga Verossa Geneva
Krystle Marie Golby
Natalie Joie Goya***
Jimme Hardaway III*
James Richard Hrubie
Christopher Howard Hubbard***
Robert James Hunt*
Elizabeth Emma Cabrera Irubis
Shannon Lynn Jibb
Devin Kibler***
Lisa Y. Kim
Joseph Milton Kopecky*
David Joseph Krug
Chad David Martin
Daniel Lee Mathews
Heather Leigh Koziel
Whitney Anastacia Elizaga
Allison Ann Ellison
Louis William Esperosa Jr.*

Melinda Sue Morris***
Rachel Alejandro Narvaez
Janelle Kate Sae Norrevett
Danielle R. Orla
Jennise Abbie Olson*
Paulette O. Prince
Sanjay Ravindra*
Rohin Must Rash
Noriko Rhone
Harald Rittersbacher***
Verna Lynne Borge Sabalau***
Sean Kayo Sakata
Alice Rose Schmidt
Briannah Amanda Scholt
Scott Alan Seibel
Adam Chance Stitzer***
Jesse Paul Silva
Jessica Katharine Smith
Scott Martin Smith
Chelsea Ann Stolarsky
Ryko Tanner
Adam James Tengan-Roupp
Amanda Lee Thomas
Thuy Thi Van
Danielle Ellis Villages
Jessie Ann Visintine
Aaron James Voos***
Vindiya Rawnihi Wreakiokd
Marlon Jose Williams Jr.
Samantha Grace Williams
Kurt Edwin Woytcke*
Resina Cherri Wyen
Nirumadala Karina Zamal Abidin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Charles Patrick Miller***
Tais S. Minato***
Lawton Tadashi Nakata
William Nigel Nastar
Vincent Hua Nguyen***
Savan Nishida***
Bradley Daniel Nowak***
Jeffrey Taiji Peters***
Bryan Andrew Petty***
Gilles Piot
Nash August Roehr*
Ami Michelle Sanchez
Amber Loma Schouwen
Elizabeth Susan Shears
Jenna Frances Smith
Kosten B. Speag*
Nicole Marie Tait***
Chad Christopher Tomass***
Ingrid Hammer Torp***

*** Cum Laude ( GPA 3.5–3.99)
**** Summa Cum Laude ( GPA 3.9–4.0)
**** University Scholar
Master of the Arts in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Jennifer Lauren Brook
Marady Chhay
Alex Shinsbhook Hwang
Leila Heilani Vogey-Lopez
Shalina Ann Wallace
Shih-Hai Wang

Master of Business Administration

Jennifer Jid Andrews
Emilie Rue Caliaha Amalar
Kamui Aimura
Heather Jo Arvey
Mark Wing Chow Palani Asato
Yukiko Baba
Francine Lomha Bukaing
Matthew S. Colpets
Wei Ru Eng
Jessica Dawn Epstein
Storia Lelumani Frost
Christopher James Hallatt
Lindley Megan Swarte Hallatt
Mary Yam Him Her Wai
Deborah Maile Higgens
Reid Hiroshi Kosea Hirota

Master of Education in Elementary Education

Chiah Anh Diep
Roberto Ramos
Candice Elizabeth Lynch Schoebel

Master of Education in Secondary Education

James R. Diegel
Albert Philip Gishdorf IV
Kristine Emiko Higa
Amada Marie Flores Limedo
Carli Michelle Mauk
Koeto Yari Masunguy
Caryn Yukimi Ono
Craig K. Rodrigopera
Martin A. Tyrell Jr.
Adam B. Yeatts

Master of Science in Information Systems

Sachin Agrawal
Leona Yee Bangertor
Andrew Michael Hostetler
Shane Yeh Lindsy
Rudy Marino Pacau Jr.
James Pearce
Philip W. Robbins
Mayank Sharma

Master of Science in Marine Science

Paula L. Berger
John David Cavanagh
Devon Lowell Francke
Emily Nani Kabasa
Michael Dean Kline
Coulson Alexander Lantz
Justin A. Reincke
Kemery Magaret Rose
Robert Watkins Thompson

Master of Science in Nursing

Jaime Kamalee Cortile
Melissa Lou Fletcher
Jessica Hinson
Gloria A. Oxtndak
Andrew Gordon Satera
Brandie Kazuyo Chong Webb

Master of Social Work

Jon Joseph Cannella
Ginger Kamiko Mayhew

Associate of Science in Military Studies

Brian D. Bott
William Jack Keegley II
Tyvue Livone

Associate in Supervisory Leadership

Nimrod M. Allen III
Francis Gusas Andaya
Heather Anne Briggs
Tyone K. Clark
Paul William Cortez
Kristian Bustamante Fabian
Dustin Wade Legon
Thomas Carl McGill Jr.
Derek Devane Phillips
John Spencer Ricks III

Board of Trustees

Michael J. Chiu, Ph.D., Chairman of the Board
Martin Anderson, Trustee Emeritus
Samuel A. Cooke, Trustee Emeritus
Jean F. Coombe, Trustee Emeritus
Wilmer C. Morris, Trustee Emeritus
Henry F. Rice, Trustee Emeritus
James A. Ajello
Steven K. Baker
Carltoes K. L. Ching
Joachim P. Cox
Layla J. L. Diddick
Christina D. Duane
Admiral Thomas B. Fargo, USN (Ret.)
Rear Admiral F. "Gus" Gustavson, USN (Ret.)
Conrad W. Hewitt
John A. Lockwood
Violet S. Lau
James C. Polk

Senior Class Gift from the Class of 2011

Thank you to each member of the class of 2011 who contributed to the Senior Class Gift

The Senior Class Gift is a University tradition. Before moving to the next phase of their lives, members of the Class of 2011 are celebrating and commemorating the Hawai‘i Pacific University experience with a gift to the Senior Class Gift 2011. These funds help finance academic programs and student services. By contributing to this fund, the Class of 2011 leaves its mark on campus. Participants may have their names displayed on a permanent plaque on campus.

This program provides students the opportunity to establish a lifelong tradition of philanthropy, and leave a legacy for those students who follow. It is through the generosity of each graduating class, University alumni, parents, and friends that Hawai‘i Pacific University is able to provide the educational excellence that prepares graduates for future success.

Congratulations to the Class of 2011 on your achievement! And thank you for your contribution to excellence at Hawai‘i Pacific University. Visit our website location – www.hpu.edu/seniorgift – for more information on making a Senior Class Gift.

With Honors (HPSA 3.5-4.0)
With Distinction (Honors Point Average (HPSA) 3.7-4.0)
Hawai'i Pono'i

Hawai'i Pono'i,
Nānā i kou mō'i,
Ke lani ali'i,
Ke ali'i.

Makua lani e,
Kamehameha e,
Nā kūa e pale
Me ka the.

Hawai'i Pono'i,
Nānā i nā ali'i,
Nā pauu mali kou,
Nā pō'ī.

Hawai'i Pono'i,
E ku lāhui e,
'O kila hana nui
E u e.

Lyrics by: King Kalākaua, 1874
Music by: Captain Henri Berger, Royal Bandmaster

Alma Mater

Amid the towers of the city – grows a University tried and true.
'Ohana, warm and friendly, bloom in colors green and blue.

Hawai'i Pacific, your spirit is grand.
We'll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.

Our warriors are victorious. They catch the wave and sun,
and carry them to all of us – to strengthen us as one.

Hawai'i Pacific, your spirit is grand.
We'll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.

Lyrics and Music by:
Teresa Kerr and Rich McKinney

Hawai'i Pacific University Sea Warrior Band under the direction of Dr. Patrick Hennessy.
Hawai'i Pacific University International Vocal Ensemble under the direction of Dr. Esther Yoo.

Hawai'i Pono'i

Hawai'i Pono'i,
Look to your king,
The royal chief,
The chief.

Royal father,
Kamehameha,
We shall defend
With spears.

People of Hawai'i,
Look to your chiefs,
The children after you,
The young.

People of Hawai'i,
Look to your king,
The royal chief,
The chief.

People of Hawai'i,
Look to your king,
The royal chief,
The chief.

Lyrics by: Francis Scott Key

Star-Spangled Banner
(The Defense of Fort McHenry)

September 20, 1814

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

Lyrics by: Francis Scott Key

Alma Mater

Amid the towers of the city – grows a University tried and true.
'Ohana, warm and friendly, bloom in colors green and blue.

Hawai'i Pacific, your spirit is grand.
We'll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.

Our warriors are victorious. They catch the wave and sun,
and carry them to all of us – to strengthen us as one.

Hawai'i Pacific, your spirit is grand.
We'll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.

Lyrics and Music by:
Teresa Kerr and Rich McKinney

Hawai'i Pacific University Sea Warrior Band under the direction of Dr. Patrick Hennessy.
Hawai'i Pacific University International Vocal Ensemble under the direction of Dr. Esther Yoo.
Hawai'i Pacific University

Commencement Ceremonies
President Geoffrey Bannister, Ph.D., Presiding
Vice President John Kearns, Ph.D., Master of Ceremonies

Processional

Hawaiian Chant

Sea Warrior Band
and International Vocal Ensemble
“Star-Spangled Banner”
“Hawai‘i Pono‘i”
Alma Mater

Welcome and Introduction of Guests

Valedictory Speakers
Devin Kibler, BS
Harald Rittersbacher, BA
Courtney Toshiie Kalikonaniokalehua Matsuki, MACOM

Commencement Address
Mr. Ramsay Taum

Presentation of Candidates

Conferring of Degrees

Degrees in Course

Recessional

Please remain in your seats until the recessional is complete.

Honors Regalia

Graduating students wearing honors regalia are members of local, national, or international honor societies. Honor cords, pins, or medallions identify students as members of one of the societies or programs listed below:

- Presidential Scholarship Program: Blue and green cords. Hawai‘i high school graduates who were awarded a 100% tuition waiver from the HPU President’s Scholarship Program for High School Students.
- Alpha Chi: Double gold cords. The top honor society at HPU; membership is limited to advanced junior and senior students who have an honors point average (HPA) of 3.6.
- Alpha Epsilon Delta: Red and violet cords. The national premedical honor society; membership is open to students with at least a 3.3 grade point average (GPA) and a major interest in medicine.
- Alpha Lambda Delta: Red, gold, and white cords. Membership limited to students in their first year at HPU who have achieved a GPA of 3.5.
- Alpha Sigma Lambda: Maroon and gold cords. Membership limited to undergraduate students at least 27 years of age who have a GPA of 3.2.
- Beta Beta Beta: Green and red cords. Membership limited to students enrolled in biological sciences with at least a GPA of at least 3.0.
- Chi Alpha Sigma: Gold medallions. Membership limited to students in HPU athletics who have earned the equivalent of an intercollegiate varsity letter and have maintained a GPA of at least 3.4.
- Delta Mu Delta: Maroon and gold cords. Membership limited to undergraduate and graduate students in the business degree programs having a minimum HPA of 3.4 and 3.6, respectively.
- Kappa Mu Epsilon: Lapel pins. Membership limited to undergraduate students majoring in mathematics who have earned a GPA of 3.0 or better and rank in the upper 35% of their class.
- Lambda Pi Eta: Red cords. Membership limited to students majoring in communication who have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.2 for all communication courses.
- Mu Kappa Tau: Single blue cord. Membership limited to undergraduate or graduate marketing students who have a cumulative GPA of 3.25 and undergraduate students who are either in the top 10% of the junior class or top 20% of the senior class.
- Phi Alpha: Blue and gold cords. Membership limited to students enrolled in the social work degree program who have an overall cumulative GPA of 3.0, and a GPA of 3.25 in social work courses.
- Phi Alpha Theta: Lapel pins and medallions identify excellent students majoring in history ranking in the top 35% of their class.
- Pi Sigma Alpha: Gold medallion. Membership limited to students majoring or have taken at least six upper-division credits of courses in political science who have a cumulative GPA of 3.2.
- Phi Chi: Blue and gold cords (all members) and medallions for members. Membership limited to students in psychology who have a cumulative GPA of 3.25 and rank in the top 35% of their class.
- Sigma Kappa Pi: Lapel pins identify excellent students in the study and appreciation of Spanish language and culture who have a GPA of 3.5 in their Spanish courses and rank in the top 35% of their class.
- Sigma Tau Delta: Red and black cords identify students majoring in English, or minoring in Writing, Film Studies, or Literature who have a cumulative GPA of 3.44.
- Sigma Theta Tau: Purple and white cords. Membership limited to students in the School of Nursing who have a GPA of 3.0 (3.5 for graduate students) and were of junior or senior status with a ranking in the highest 35% of the nursing class.
- Upsilon Pi Epsilon: Maroon and white cords and lapel pins. Membership limited to students in the study of information systems, computer science, and computer information systems who have a cumulative GPA of 3.5 (or a 3.0 GPA for undergraduate students).
- University Scholar: Gold-studded honor medallion signifies a University Scholar who has maintained at least a 3.4 GPA in addition to completing nine honors-designated courses in their degree program.

Honors and Degree Conferral

Honors and degrees for this ceremony are calculated based upon grades earned prior to the current term. Honors and degrees are officially conferred when the University Registrar posts the degree to the student’s official transcript. Students graduating with HPU honors receive an honors sash as they cross the stage. Associate degree students graduating ‘With Honors’ (with overall 3.4 HPA) receive a blue sash. Bachelor degree students graduating Cum Laude (3.4 – 3.69 HPA), Magna Cum Laude (3.7 – 3.89 HPA), or Summa Cum Laude (3.9 – 4.00 HPA) receive a green sash. Master degree students graduating ‘With Distinction’ (3.7 HPA) receive a gold sash.
ABOUT OUR VALEDICTORY SPEAKERS

Valedictory speakers at Hawai'i Pacific University are selected on the basis of grade point average and service to the community.

DEVIN KIBLER

Devin Kibler was born in Illinois and traveled extensively in an Air Force family. He left college to join the United States Marine Corps in 1991. He is completing a successful 20-year career in the Marine Corps, where he served in progressively more responsible leadership positions, culminating in his selection to Gunnery Sergeant.

In 2009, Kibler was assigned to Marine Corps Base Hawai'i, Kane'ohoe Bay. He transferred previously earned academic credits into the Bachelor of Science in Computer Science undergraduate degree program. While working full-time as an Assistant Avionics Chief, he was able to complete his degree in only two years through Military Campus Programs’ online degree option.

Kibler is retiring from the Marine Corps and has been admitted to the Professional Master of Computer Science program at the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. He plans to continue serving the public as an analyst at a college or small municipality.

HARALD RITTERSBACHER

Harald Rittersbacher was born in Ludwigshafen, Germany. He soon discovered his passion for tennis, joined the professional tennis circuit and toured the world for 10 years. Rittersbacher spent another 10 years as a coach on the professional tour, working at one time with former #1-ranked player, Steffi Graf. He also taught tennis to mentally challenged children in Germany.

Rittersbacher is an active member in the Psychology Club, a member of Alpha Chi, and an officer of the Psi Chi chapter at Hawai'i Pacific University, the international honor society in Psychology. He was selected as a President’s Host, which is an honor bestowed on high achieving Hawai'i Pacific University students. He serves as an assistant coach for the men’s and women’s tennis teams at Hawai'i Pacific University, and continues to work with developmentally disabled children.

Rittersbacher will receive a Bachelor of Arts with a major in Psychology and a minor in International Studies.

COURTNEY TOSHIE KALIKONIANIOKALEHUA MATSUKI

Courtney Toshie Kalikonianiokalehua Matsuki was born on O'ahu and is a graduate of Kamehameha Schools. She received a bachelor’s degree in English Literature from the University of Hawai'i in 2009.

Matsuki has a lifelong passion for the arts. She is one of two second violin section leaders and is a member of the executive board for the Hawai'i Pacific University Chamber Orchestra. She also is an assistant coach for the Kamehameha Schools Speech and Debate Team and has helped the team achieve numerous awards from the Hawaii Speech League. She works as a student clerk for the U.S. Department of Justice – United States Attorney's Office, where she edits and prepares documents for trial.

Matsuki will receive a Master of Arts in Communication degree with a certificate in Mediation and Conflict.
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